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Radiant Health is simple.  

 

Why?  

 

Because it’s natural!  

 

At our core, we are non-physical Beings. It is the nature of our Being to be well. We are Well, non-physical 

Beings, having the experience of being physical. These bodies are our ‘vehicles’. They are the physical forms 

that we ‘drive’ through physical reality.  

 

Without the physical body, we cannot be ‘sick’ or have a ‘disease’. As non-physical Beings, we have no 

‘problems’ … because we are simply in Oneness with All That Is. But because we have identified ourselves AS 

the physical body, we’ve gotten ourselves into all kinds of ‘problems’ … because we’ve forgotten Who We Are. 

Who We Are exists in a state of Infinite WellBeing.  

 

Radiant Health is how we are built … it is ours by design. It is Who We Are at our core … and how we are 

designed to BE.  Radiant Heath is the Body’s blueprint. 
 
This course is designed to help you KNOW and to OWN your Radiant Health. It is designed to Empower 

you with expanded awareness that will allow You to see Your Self as the Infinite BEing that You Are … and 

‘disease’ for the illusion that it is.  

 

‘Disease consciousness’ has kept humanity trapped in paradigms of suffering, fear and death for eons of time … 

and now the time has come for that to change. The consciousness of humanity is shifting on the planet and as it 

shifts, it opens to newer, broader, more accurate information. This course is designed to help you to see from a 

newer, broader, more accurate and empowered perspective; a perspective that will allow You to heal Yourself.  

 

This may seem like a mighty ‘tall’ claim, but it’s actually quite simple. It’s not necessarily easy … but it is simple.  

 

(from Lisa:) I know this because I’ve already experienced it for myself. Even when ‘cancer’ appeared to be 
staring me in the face, I realized that at my core … in the essence of Who I Am … that ‘healthy’ is my birthright. 

I realized that we are all designed to be radiant and healthy. Through my experience, I know that You are 
radiantly healthy … right now … and this course is designed to help you see what I see. It will help you to see 
that you already are the health that you are seeking.  
 

(from Tonya): My youngest daughter has a multitude of 'incurable' diseases as most of them are 'genetic' … 

however, she has claimed her birthright of radiant health and went from being bedridden to working.  

 

We know that no matter what physical condition you may currently be experiencing, you can heal it. Will 

you?…Only You can answer that! That is why this course comes with no guarantee about ‘results’ … because 

the only One who can guarantee Your results is … YOU. This course is about Self Mastery. Are you willing to 

be the Master of Your Own Self? Of Your Own Body? Of Your Own Life?   
 

Yes? 

 
Then … Great! Then you’re in the right place! 
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This course is designed to help you to remember and to know things that you’ve forgotten … or that you don’t 

currently know that you know. It is designed to help you open up your awareness to the Radiant Health that 

You can readily create … because it is already within You. We’re going to show you that You already are 

radiantly healthy … right here, right now … and that there is nothing ‘wrong’ with your body … despite what 

your physical reality may be showing you. 

 

We’re going to show you the ‘Disease Matrix’. We’ll show you how the illusion of disease is created … all of 

the components that go into creating the ‘disease’ that is keeping us stuck in scenarios of pain and struggle with 

our bodies. We’re going to show you how we get trapped in our own beliefs … and how to set yourself free.  

 

We’re going to help guide you back into alignment with the InfiniteYou so that you can lead your Body back 

into alignment; so that you can create and experience the level of health and vitality that you desire. We’re 

going to help you see where you’ve shut off your awareness and fallen into ‘disease consciousness’ … and we’ll 

show you how to open that awareness back up. We’ll show you how to empower yourself … to reclaim your 

natural health … and to reclaim your full power as the Creator of Your Own Life … so that you can confidently 

lead your body back into balance and allow it to rejuvenate itself. 

 

This course will require lots of introspection on your part. It will require you to write down your awarenesses. 

Why? Because writing down what you know is a powerful tool to help you to know what you know … it will 

give you great clarity. It will help you to stop ‘leaking’ your power … meaning: it will show you where you have 

been allowing your life force energy to be drained from you and show you how to reclaim your energy and 

allow that energy to serve you in the creation of a healthy body … or anything else that you desire to create. 

 

If you’re ready to open up your awareness, reclaim your power and re-align your body to the radiant health that 

is already Yours … then let’s get started! 

 

Helpful Definitions 

 

For the purposes of this course, let’s take just a moment before we get started to give some general definitions 

to some of the terms that we’ll be using throughout. These are our definitions, so that you can see where we’re 

coming from: 

 
Your Being: Your True, core essence. The part of you that is pure consciousness. Your Soul. The non-physical 

part of You that is infinite, unlimited, radiantly healthy and does not ‘die’. The unique, individualized piece of 

the Consciousness of All That Is…that You Are. It is the pure, clear energy and consciousness of You … the 

True You … without any imbalances or distortions.  

 

Self-Healing: the ability to clear imbalances from your body by bringing Your Self (Body, Mind and Soul) into 
alignment with the radiant health and well-Being that is intrinsic to Who You Are as a Being.  

 

Self-Mastery: the ability to manage your actions and reactions in such a way as to remain true to Your Self 

without taking on other people’s energies or distorting your own. As you respond to people and situations 

around You, you are able to discern between what is Yours and what is ‘not your stuff,’ thereby remaining in 

full integrity with Your Own truth, which enables you to remain in harmony and alignment with the Truth, 

health and vitality that is Who You Are…at which point You will simply BE radiantly healthy (and wealthy and 

wise and certain and capable…) because those things are integral parts of Who You Are. 
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Some Basic Truths 

 

Here are a few basic truths that are universal for all of us. By keeping these in mind, you will begin to gain 

clarity and perspective about your intrinsic health and natural wellbeing.  

 

1. You are meant to be healthy…You are designed that way!  

The entire physical universe is designed to exist in a state of continual harmony and balance. Nature is 

constantly rebalancing, replenishing and renewing herself. Our bodies operate from the same design.  

 

The body, your physical vehicle, is designed to be self-healing. When a bone breaks, it grows back together and 

mends itself. If the skin suffers a cut … it heals itself. Bruises, strains, sprains … all heal themselves … naturally 

… without any ‘effort’ on your part.  

 

When we honor the process and take the appropriate actions to create the proper environment for healing 

(setting the bone, keeping weight off the break or sprain, keeping a cut covered and clean, etc.) … the body 

automatically heals its wounds. However, if the body’s owner is not providing an appropriate environment to 

allow for the healing to occur, then the body is unable to heal properly.  

 

Physical wounds, such as breaks, cuts and sprains are easy to recognize, while non-physical wounds are not. 

Non-physical wounds are the emotional and psychological wounds that we suffer. The loss of a loved one, a 

sudden betrayal, the loss of a job, worry about an elderly parent … are examples of non-physical wounds. These 

types of circumstances trigger our Fight or Flight response system. 

 

As soon as we suffer an emotional wound, Fight or Flight gets triggered and the BODY kicks into action to 

help support us through the stressful situation. When we are able to resolve the situation quickly and make 

peace with it, all is well. However, it is the emotional traumas that we are not able to resolve the keep us in 

Fight or Flight mode. As long as we are in Fight or Flight, the body is responding.  

 

These wounds are invisible and are usually left to ‘fester’. We carry our burdens with us. ’Cancer’ and other 

‘diseases’ are the physical manifestation of an emotional wound that is ‘festering’.   

 

When the body is faced with a dis-ease … unlike a break or a cut or a sprain which are directly linked to an 

obvious ‘cause’ …we are usually unaware of the direct cause of disease. We assume that we simply ‘fell victim’ 

to it, often because ‘it runs in the family.’ 

 

Because we’re unaware of the direct cause of the dis-ease, we’re unable to remove the stressor that is at its root. 

Maladies are always caused by an energetic stressor (Lisa’s term). The energetic stressor causes a distortion in 

the harmonic flow of well-being. An energetic stressor is a pattern of thought, belief or behavior that runs 

counter to the person’s natural Truth. 

 

Because the brain is directly linked to every cell and system in the body, your thoughts and emotions are 

directly linked to every cell and system of your body, too. Unbalanced emotional patterns such as: doubt, fear, 
anxiety, or uncertainly, or negative thought patterns such as ‘What’s wrong with Me’ or ‘I’m not good enough’ 
alter the natural wellbeing of the energetic environment and block the body’s ability to stay in perfect balance. 

Once those patterns are removed, the body can then restore itself to its natural state of health and balance. 
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The Body is designed to shape-shift … according to your instructions. Your thoughts, feelings and emotions are 

constantly sending ‘instructions’ to your DNA … which then ‘instructs’ the cells how to behave. The 

‘instructions’ to your DNA are coming from either ‘disease consciousness’ or from the knowing of Your 

Infinite WellBeing. When You know that You ARE WellBeing itself, Your Body will reflect that.  

 

This is what You will be aligning with throughout this course.  

 

 

2. Health is natural. Illness is not.  

With the massive growth of the pharmaceutical industry, which is highly invested in people being ill … society 

has become inundated with propaganda telling us that illness is the order of the day. (How many drug company 

commercials do you see on TV per hour?) This is not a judgement against the pharmaceutical industry … it is 

simply the observation that the pharmaceutical industry makes it’s profits by selling pharmaceuticals. In order 

to sell them, people must need them. Therefore, the drug companies are highly invested in people being ill and 

being dependent upon their ‘remedies’. Therefore, although they are selling medicines to help make people 

feel better, they are actually more invested in people being sick … because if everyone was radiantly healthy, 

there would be no need for pharmaceuticals and the industry would vanish.  

 

With the constant inundation of the airwaves with commercials about ‘this condition’ and ‘that disease,' our 

consciousness has shifted away from the health that is natural to us, and onto … dis-ease.  
 
We unwittingly live in states of ‘I hope I never get that disease’ or ‘I know someone with that disease … it’s 

terrible!’ We live in fear of contracting diseases and are always looking for ways to ‘prevent disease’. Our focus 

is on dis-ease, rather than health.  

 

The Law of Attraction states that what we focus upon, whether we’re focusing consciously or un-consciously, we 

will attract into our lives. When we unwittingly accept ‘disease’ as an inevitable part of life, we unwittingly accept 

physical ‘disease’ as an inevitability … in our own lives. 
 

We believe that we are focused on health when we take actions to prevent disease …. however, this is NOT the 

case! When we focus upon preventing disease … what is the subject of our focus? The subject is actually 

disease!   
 

‘Preventing disease’ and ‘creating vibrant health’ are two radically different directions of focus! When we focus 

on creating vibrant health … ‘dis-ease’ is moved out of the picture. We stop playing there. We stop giving 

‘disease’ power. We stop allowing it to control our behavior. We take our power back and we move in the 

direction of the health that we desire. We begin to un-hook ourselves from all of the beLIEfs that hold us 

trapped in disease consciousness.  

 

(We’ll be looking at our beLIEfs … and the power they hold … throughout this course. You’ll want to become 

very aware of your negative beLIEfs, and the disempowering words that you use … so that you begin to become 

aware of the direction in which you are focusing your attention.) 
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3. Everything can be healed.   

We’ve all heard stories of ‘miracle’ healings: the stories of people with ‘incurable’ diseases that are miraculously 

‘cured’. If they are ‘cured’ … that inherently means that the disease is not ‘incurable’ … it simply means that 

doctors don’t know how to ‘cure’ it.  

 

Usually these ‘miracles’ are ‘just stories’ to us, as most often we do not know the person who was healed, so it is 

easy to assume that these ‘miracles’ are only available to a select few ‘lucky’ individuals. What we fail to realize, 

though, is that these ‘miracles’ are absolutely possible … for everyone! The ones who have healed from 

‘incurable’ or ‘irreversible’ conditions are proof that ‘incurable’ and ‘irreversible’ are … not! We beLIEve that 

because these ‘miracles’ only happen occasionally, that they are anomalies and are not readily available to 

everyone. This is not true! 

 

Because, until now, we have been unaware of the energetic causes of diseases, we have been unaware of how to 

remove the stressors that have been causing them. Diseases have been deemed ‘incurable’ because the true 

‘cure’ was unknown. Now that we have begun to learn that thoughts and beliefs that run counter to the Truth of 

Who We Are as Beings are at the core of our dis-ease, we can remove those patterns and replace them with 

thoughts and beliefs that are in alignment with our Inner Truth.  

 

As we bring our thoughts and beliefs (the Mind) into alignment with Who We Really Are (the Soul), our 

Bodies are able to return to balance and reflect our inherent Well Being. At the core of every ‘miracle’ cure … 

lies a story of re-alignment of Body, Mind and Soul. 

 

Without knowing how to remove the energetic patterns that are at the core of a disease, doctors have 

mistakenly deemed many illnesses ‘incurable’ … simply because they have not found a medical treatment that 

leads to health.  

 

If you have an ‘incurable’ illness, what would it take to ‘cure’ it? If you have a ‘degenerative’ condition … what 

would it take to turn it into a ‘re-generative’ condition? Have you ever asked these questions … or have you 

simply accepted your ‘fate’ because someone told you that it is ‘inevitable’? What do you know about your own 

capacity for wellness? Your Body is designed to heal itself … every time … when we create the proper 

environment for it to do so. 

 

Science and spirituality are beginning to merge and doctors are now beginning to understand the direct 

connection between beliefs and the body, so someday this will all be common knowledge and the beliefs about 

‘incurable,' ‘irreversible’ and ‘degenerative’ will become extinct.  

 

Throughout this course, we’ll be looking within to help you discover YOUR Truths. Because once You are in 

full alignment with the Truth of Who You Are … You and Your Body will be able to play together in joyful 

ways that you’ve never before imagined! 

 

You are here in this course because You are ready to discover a new and joyful relationship with Your Self and 

Your Body … so let’s get started! 

 

End of Introduction. 

~ 
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If You have found this to be of value and would like to be able to dive further into this material so that you can 

stop playing in ‘disease’ … and start leading your Body back into the vibrant health that is yours by nature … we 

have created this program that will help you to do just that. 

 

“Break Through to the Infinite You” is a 12-week Master Class Experience that walks You step-by-step into the 

Infinite You …  

~ the YOU that IS vibrant, and Radiant, and Healthy 

~ the YOU that knows how to confidently take command of your Body vehicle and lead it back to vibrant 

Health 

~ the YOU that IS the capable and confident Creator of Your Own Life 

~ the YOU that lives in Trust with Your Body 

~ the YOU that lives in Trust with Your Self 

~ the YOU that You have always wanted to BE! 

 

This course offers:  

~ A step-by-step process to move You from Mind-based thinking in ’disease consciousness’ … into Soul-level 

Awareness of Your Infinite WellBeing … which enables the Body to Heal Itself organically.  

~ A clear, science-based understanding of how Your negative thoughts and emotions directly impact Your 

physical health and are at the root of every ‘disease’.  

~ A simple, quick and easy method for clearing out the emotional baggage that has been impacting Your health 

… without having to re-live emotionally painful experiences 

~ A step-by-step guide to Consciously Creating the outcomes that you desire 

~ A Shift of Perspective that allows You to experience Your Self as Soul so that You can access the Wisdom of 

Your Soul, which allows You to heal Your Body … and Your Life. 

~ An Introduction to the Diamond Light Health Codes and how they help to re-code the DNA for more rapid 

healing. 

 

This course is incredibly simple, yet amazingly profound. This course takes full commitment and dedication on 

Your part if You are to achieve the outcomes that you desire. It requires that you be fully invested in the 

outcome … fully invested in your success … fully invested in living Your Healthiest and Happiest Life. Your 

success will set you free from ‘disease’ … forever. But your success is fully up to you. We will give you all of the 

awarenesses, tools and support that you need … and we will be with you, guiding You, every step of the way … 

but we cannot do the work for you. Your transformation is up to You. 

 

This course is for YOU if: 

~ You are highly committed to leaving ‘disease consciousness’ behind … so that You can create the Radiant 

Health that is Yours by nature 

~ You know that there is more to life than struggling with your Body 

~ You are becoming disillusioned with the ‘standard medical protocols’ and want to learn how to heal Your 

Body YourSelf … without having to ‘guess’ at how to do that 

~ You have been on the Spiritual journey for awhile and understand about creating your own reality, but are 

still struggling with your health 

~ You are ready and willing to let go of the emotional baggage … and mis-aligned beLIEfs … that are preventing 

you from experiencing the Health … and the Life …  that you truly desire 

~ You are ready to take command of your Body and lead it back to balance 
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~ You are willing to look life from a new, more empowered perspective that puts You squarely (and 

confidently!) into the Driver’s seat of your Life.  

 

If this is YOU, we would love to have you join us! 

 

~ 

 

Lisa Warner is the Author of “The Simplicity of Self-Healing” which she wrote after setting herself free from 

‘cancer’ by shifting out of ‘disease consciousness’. What she learned intuitively … that ‘disease’ is not what it 

appears to be and that the Body heals itself when given the proper environment to do so … has been confirmed 

by science. The sciences of Epigenetics and German New Medicine allow us to see our biology from a different 

perspective … and show us that our thoughts and emotions (i.e., our consciousness) directly impact our physical 

health. Lisa realized that to heal physical ‘disease’ we must neutralize the thoughts and beliefs that are causing 

our negative emotions … which are generating the physical ‘disease’ to begin with. Physical reality is being 

generated from our consciousness, therefore we must change our consciousness in order to change our 

physical reality. Lisa has studied consciousness in-depth for over 20 years and has become a Master Alchemist  

studying under the tutelage of Jim Self, creator of Mastering Alchemy, since 2011. 

 

~ 

 

Tonya Rutter is an intuitive healer. Her daughter suffered the debilitating pain of rare multiple connective 

tissue and autoimmune disorders as a child, and no doctor was able to diagnose or treat her. After more than 

five years of seeking medical help to no avail, Tonya chose to take matters into her own hands. Using a 

combination of energy work, guided meditations and shifts of consciousness, she was able to guide her 

daughter back to health. Her daughter went from being bedridden and wracked with pain, to being a regular 

teenager having a part time job, a driver’s license, and attending the Prom. Tonya also has the gift of being able 

to see past life events and how they influence current life circumstances. She helps her clients to release 

energetic blockages and activate energy portals through energy manipulation, guided imagery, and intuitive 

awareness.  

 

~ 

 

Together, Lisa and Tonya give their clients totally unique experience as they cultivate the ability to master 

energy and shift consciousness … to bring the Mind into alignment with the Soul … so that the Body can HEAL 

ITSELF naturally. 

 

Together, as Soul Sourced Healing, LLC, Lisa and Tonya show You how to make the shift from Mind-based 

thinking in ‘disease consciousness’ … to the Soul-level Awareness of Infinite WellBEing consciousness … so 

that the Body can Heal Itself. 

 

If You are interested in enrolling in Break Through to the Infinite You, we invite you to schedule a 

complimentary 30-minute consultation where we will: 

~ help You to see why Your Body is doing what it is doing 

~ show You what it will take to change that 

~ show you how to be certain that this course will provide the outcome that you desire if you decide to enroll 
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This call will be unlike any other call you have ever experienced, because it will help you to start seeing from a 

new, more empowered perspective and will help You to see what is actually possible for You and Your Body. 

 

If you are highly invested in your own Health and Happiness and are serious about leaving ‘disease 

consciousness’ behind … so that You can start generating the vibrant health that is yours by nature … book your 

complimentary consultation today!  

 

Click HERE to book your Discovery Call to start on your path to Break Through to the Infinite You! 

 

The WellBeing You seek is only a shift of perspective away! 

 

 

 

 

https://lisaandtonya.setmore.com/
https://lisaandtonya.setmore.com/

